Research on sea surface drifting buoy based on Beidou communication System
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Abstract. This paper designs a sea surface drifting buoy system based on Beidou communication system, it employs a low power consumption chip, STM32F103RCT6, as the core of the control system which can collect and process the data of the ocean environment automatically and monitor the status of the buoy system, then the marine data are transferred to shore station receiver in real time by Beidou satellite. With the power management function, this system will reduce system power consumption greatly and extend the time of buoy. By placing and using the buoy at sea, we verify the feasibility and reliability of this system, provide the reliability support for the acquiring some real-time elements and track currents of the ocean current in some certain sea area in long time real-time access to a sea currents.

1. Introduction

Surface drifting buoy is a kind of small ocean data buoy which is developed according to the needs of ocean investigation, environmental monitoring and scientific experiment [1]. It is the tool that belongs to the Lagrange method to measure the sea surface laminar and large area, ocean hydrological and meteorological observation. It depends on the fixed satellite communication network to locate and collect all kinds of parameters, which is processed by the ground receiving station. The utility model has the advantages of small size, low cost and convenient use. It can be used for large area investigation, air sea interaction, ocean circulation research, natural disasters and sudden environmental pollution survey etc. [2]. With the development of satellite communication technology and the decrease of communication cost, more and more marine environment monitoring instruments use satellite communication to transmit data in real time. At present, the current mainstream satellite communication systems are Iridium system, Maritime satellite system, Argos system and the Beidou satellite system in the world.

Drifting buoy system designed in this paper is a kind of application for offshore sea surface environment observation system, we adopt the method of delivery in a sea group to a wide range of monitoring the changes of ocean currents[3-5]. The drifting buoy system has been put into actual operation, the system is stable and the communication is great, which meets the requirements of real-time monitoring of offshore environment.

2. System structure

The sea surface drifting buoys are composed of buoy body, water sail, counterweight and connecting mechanism. The water sail drives the object to be consistent with a deep water layer. There are all kinds of sensors, control system, positioning system, communication system and battery packs. In order to guarantee the drifting buoy location timing will process the data collected and sent to the station of data collection and tracking analysis on the regional ocean currents; provide the basis for regular maintenance of the subject. The satellite needs to collect the measured data and the status information of the satellite, including the battery voltage, water alarm and the sea temperature, with the Beidou short message way to upload satellite station. The drifting buoy is needed to transport for
a period of time, so in order to avoid the waste of electricity in the process of transportation, the electromagnetic switch control system is put into operation in the standard body.

3. The design of hardware system

The drifting buoy system for a Quasi real-time tracking and acquisition of a regional ocean, the hardware circuit is composed of the main control chip, the temperature acquisition circuit, the satellite positioning and communication circuit, the voltage regulator circuit, the clock circuit and the switch detection circuit. The main control chip collects the sea surface temperature by the A/D acquisition circuit, gets the position by Beidou communication module BDM910 with the protocol of RS232 and uploads the information to the satellite station. The overall system block diagram is shown in Fig.2.

3.1 Temperature acquisition module design

We choose TI produced by ADS1115 as the temperature acquisition circuit of the AD conversion chip, with the internal reference voltage, high precision, low power consumption, the use of IIC communication. Due to the unique ADS1115 sigma delta conversion technology, the system can adapt to the noise environment, and it is suitable for the acquisition of wide dynamic range voltage and low frequency signals. Front-end acquisition as shown in Fig.3

In this paper, we use the resistance ratio method. Temperature probe using NTC thermistor, R1 selects the wafer resistance, the accuracy reaches 0.1%, the temperature drift coefficient is only 15ppm, and U1 plays the role of voltage follower in the acquisition circuit. As shown from Figure 3, \( V_c = V_{cc} \times \frac{R_z}{(R_z + R_1)} \), the input voltage of ADS1115 is \( \text{AIN0} = V_c \). Therefore, the calculated temperature output AD value is \( \text{CODE} = 2^W \times R_z \times \left( \frac{\text{AIN}}{V_{ref}} \right) \), the obtained AD values are transmitted to the microcontroller for processing. After calibration, the accuracy of temperature measurement can reach 0.1°C.

3.2 BDM910 module Introduction

Drifting buoy is an important function of positioning and communicating [6]. This paper selects BDStar Navigation Company launch a dual module BDM910 which support the function of RDSS/RNSS. The module integrates high performance RDSS RF transceiver chip, 10W output power amplifier module, Beidou dedicated RDSS baseband circuit, and a domestic BD2 B1/GPS L1 miniaturization navigation and positioning module, it can achieve RDSS positioning, communication function, RNSS navigation and positioning function, Positioning accuracy of 5 meters, and
communication success rate of more than 95%. The input and output data interface is the USART port, 3.3V TTL level, greatly facilitate the communication between the microcontroller and the module.

4. The design of software system

The working states of the system are divided into dormant state, waiting state and working state. In order to try to achieve low power consumption, in most of the time, the system is in a dormant state, the main chip is in standby mode but only kernel clock RTC is working and the rest of the peripherals including the Beidou module is in power down mode. When the RTC alarm clock wakes up STM32, the state of the magnetic switch is detected first, if the state is switched on, the magnetic switch is closed, the system immediately enters the waiting state, the peripheral devices in addition to the magnetic switch is still in power down state, the main chip detects the state of the magnetic switch every 3 second, if the magnetic switch is still guided by the general rules continue to enter the waiting state, otherwise, it is switched off and the system enters the working state. The first time the system will control the buzzer sound 1 second. In working state, all peripherals are powered up, the main chip detects the voltage of the battery, collects the temperature data and positioning data, sends the data to the base station through the Beidou communication module, and if the successful feedback is sent, the system will enter the sleeping state. According to the conversion between system states, Part of the flow chart of system software is shown in Fig.4.

5. Experimental result

Drifting buoy, 20 sets, designed in this paper invested in the East China Sea with the scientific survey ship "Ke Xue" in June 1, 2016, each buoy in every whole point to the shore receiving system transmits the current position information, the parsed data receiving software based display and stored in the txt file and the MATLAB software can analyze the moving trajectory and the motion state of each drifting buoy. The following diagram is part of the analysis of data.
Table 1 drifting buoy data (2016/07/15)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Mark</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2016/07/15</td>
<td>07:01:01</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>120°42.0828'E</td>
<td>33°49.9286'N</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>14.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016/07/15</td>
<td>07:01:30</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>121°20.1390'E</td>
<td>34°24.2460'N</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>14.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016/07/15</td>
<td>07:01:45</td>
<td>06</td>
<td>122°01.0775'E</td>
<td>34°15.2182'N</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>14.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016/07/15</td>
<td>07:02:06</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>122°53.1493'E</td>
<td>34°36.1536'N</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>14.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016/07/15</td>
<td>07:02:12</td>
<td>09</td>
<td>123°15.1618'E</td>
<td>34°48.1026'N</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>14.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016/07/15</td>
<td>07:02:24</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>123°56.0084'E</td>
<td>33°32.7951'N</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>14.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The trajectory maps of No.17 and No.18 drifting buoy are as follows.

Fig.4 No.17 & No.18 drifting buoy drift map

6. Summary

In this paper, a surface drifting buoy system based on Beidou communication module is designed, through the Beidou satellite receiving station base shore sending real-time data acquisition, providing the reliability support for the acquiring some real-time elements and track currents of the ocean current in some certain sea area in long time real-time access to a sea currents.
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